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   This is round two of the 
Alpine Aspirants’ meet, initi-
ated in 2014 on just a whim, 
but already fi rmly entrenched 
in the AC calendar.  As last 
year we fi nd ourselves in 
the eclectic Schoenblick 
hotel and campsite, half way 
along the Saas-Taal valley 
of southern Switzerland – so 
perfectly situated for a dozen 
or more 4000m peaks, ser-
viced by free buses and ski 
lifts and plentiful mountain 
huts, and with the Mischabel 
chain dominating the skyline, 
inspiring and daunting in its 
magnifi cence.
    Once again we have a 
very mixed group, from 20+ 
to 60 somethings, from all 
walks of life, and all parts of 
the UK, some expert rock 
tigers, a wizard ice climber, 
even some greater ranges 
experience – but the com-
mon thread was the aspira-
tion for traditional alpine 
adventure – some of us after 
a long ‘lay-off ’, and others 
here for a fi rst or second 

season.  And what better place, here in the spiritual 
home of the mountaineer, literally a stone fall away from 
the clinker tracks of Whymper and Mummery, and during 
this 150th anniversary Matterhorn year.
    We followed the basic format of the previous season 
– two days of refresher training given by our professional 
mountain guides Julie-Ann and Roccio – glacier tech-
nique, crevasse rescue, minimum belay climbing, abseiling, prussik-
king, and white-out navigation.  Our novices were given the confi -
dence to venture out safely, and even the more experienced gained 
this year’s up-to-the-minute tips. Then out to the hills for two splendid 
weeks, in pairs and threesomes, generally following the traditional 
two-day Alpine cycle - enervating walk-in, welcoming overnight hut, 
rasping pre-dawn start, glorious thank-god top out, and knee-batter-
ing descent.  Weather was mixed, but always belied the pessimistic 
forecasts, and the British attitude of going for it certainly paid off  – we 
were often high above the clouds in baking sun, looking down smugly 
on valleys totally clagged.  Most importantly we had plenty of crisp 
snow, all too lacking across the rest of the Alpine ranges this sum-

mer.  All the standard routes 
were climbed, some many 
times over – Weissmiess, Allal-
inhorn, Lagginhorn, Nadelhorn, 
Alphubel, Dri Horlini – plus 
some more adventurous out-
ings including the Tasch south 
ridge and Breithorn traverse.  
In common with last year a 
slip on a mountain path gave 
us our only injury, this time 
a broken leg, showing once 
again the danger is often in the 
descent.
    We leave with good memo-
ries – Mira’s trusting hospital-
ity, apfel strudel ‘mit alles’, 
Gilbert’s endless racklette sup-
pers, Sherry’s free helicopter 
ride – but the highlights have 
to be the regular 7pm dinners, 
where trust gained in adversity 
on the hill was solidifi ed into 
friendships over beer and route 
banter.  As before, a com-
plete meet’s journal was kept, 
and this year’s statistics - 73 
ascents by 17 separate routes 
on 13 diff erent peaks in the two 
weeks, a good 50% up on the 
previous season – but an enor-
mous 164 beers consumed, 

a 100% increase.  We look forward to more research in the coming 
year to understand this trend.  
Barry Speed
[With thanks to Mira of Schoenblick hotel, Julie-Ann and Roccio our 
mountain guides, and of course to all the Aspirants who took part.]
Attendees: Jon Murua, Mark Nicholls, Rachel Bate, Nicholas 
Smith, Sharon Jones, Sherry Macliver, Nigel Allsop, Philip Chil-
dren, David Teasdale, Alan Cooney, Barry Speed, Chris Petraus-
kas, Tim Cooper, Phil Leadbeater, Tim Pearson, Nicholas Berry, 
Catriona Clunas.
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Breithorn Traverse

Sharon on the Mittaghorn

Phil on the Taschorn S ridge
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Nadelhorn Ridge

Team in a whiteout

Yoga on prussiks

Mittaghorn traverse on a bad weather day

Team at rest!

Sharon before the Allalinhorn
Matterhorn N Face

On the Breithorn GlacierBarry half way up on Pollux


